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Abstract 
This thesis researches different ransomwares, how we can stop them and how their threat vectors work. 
It is important to notice that when solving one ransomware doesn’t solve the next incoming one. In this 
thesis we investigate six different ransomwares that spread between 2016-2019. We investigate the 
encryption methods, the different threat vectors, infection spreading and how to prevent from them by 
doing a theoretical and practical study. The results show that after infection of a ransomware, it encrypts 
the data instantaneously on the system. Fortunately, to keep information safe there are few prevention 
methods such as anti-virus software and a few prototypes created that is not currently released one is 
called PayBreak for Windows 7 and tests to find a solution through flash memory. 
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Abbreviations and word explanations 

AES Advanced Encryption Standard. An encryption tool that uses bit and byte 

movements 

ASP.NET Active Server Pages in the NET framework 

CFB Cipher Feedback 

EHR Electronical Health Records 

FTL Flash Translation Layer 

I/O Input Output 

LBA Logical Block Addresses 

OS Operating System 

PC Personal Computer 

RaaS Ransomware as a Service 

RAM Random Access Memory 

RDP Remote Desktop Protocol 

RSA Encryption that uses Prime numbers 

SPN Substitution-Permutation Networks  

TCP Transfer Control Protocol 

 

AVG AntiVirus software in the fremium category (one free version and one 

version that can be paid for with more features). launched 1992 in Czech 

Republic. AVG is an abbreviation of Anti-Virus Guard. 

Avast Antivirus software in the fremium model. Subsidary of AVG and founded 

1988 in Czech Republic. 

Bitcoin A cryptocurrency that is completely anonymous for the receiver and user. 

CrySIS is a family of ransomwares due to the similarities and is currently known as 

CrSIS/Dharma and Phobos follows in line within this family. 
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Malware Malware is malicious software with the intent of cause damage to a 

computer or system. 

McAfee An antivirus software and company that is world’s largest. It was founded 

1987 in California US. 

Ransomware A specific malware created with the intention of holding the computer 

hostage for a ransom by encrypting files 

 

Cerber Part of the RaaS type of ransomware from 2016. Cerber alone infected 

150 000 machines 

Dharma Part of the CrySIS family mentioned above which is still active 

Jigsaw ASP.NET ransomware that didn’t really get very far due to being able to be 

reverse engineered 

Phobos A strain of the CrySIS family which came to be 2019. 

Stop(DJVU) This is a specific ransomware that doesn’t encrypt the entire file just the 

first few megabytes to make sure that the user can’t open it and use it 

WannaCry Most well known ransomware in existence. Used an exploit called 

EternalBlue from a TCP port to access the systems. Also known as 

WanaDecryptor, Cryptor, Crypt0r and so on. 
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Introduction 

The definition of a ransomware as the English Wikipedia page is: 

 “Ransomware is a type of malware from cryptovirology that threatens to publish the 

victim's data or perpetually block access to it unless a ransom is paid. While some 

simple ransomware may lock the system in a way which is not difficult for a 

knowledgeable person to reverse, more advanced malware uses a technique called 

cryptoviral extortion, in which it encrypts the victim's files, making them inaccessible, 

and demands a ransom payment to decrypt them. In a properly implemented cryptoviral 

extortion attack, recovering the files without the decryption key is an intractable 

problem – and difficult to trace digital currencies such as Ukash or Bitcoin and other 

cryptocurrency are used for the ransoms, making tracing and prosecuting the 

perpetrators difficult..” [Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ransomware] 

 

The reasoning behind this subject is due to the advancements in the technological areas 

and the development of ransomware are currently trying to find a decryption tool that 

works for that specific ransomware. But because the advancement of the decryption tool 

for the specific ransomware they focus on takes time. As of now the ransomwares that 

was released in 2019 does not have a decryption tool readily available and the malware 

creators of Dharma have stated on forums that they have an updated version ready to be 

deployed once companies have figured out how to stop Dharma. The development of 

malware in general are usually at a faster development speed than the security options. 

This is due to the companies don’t share the information due to being competitors in the 

same field and looking for new and keeping their old customers. Due to this they don’t 

share their knowledge properly with each other instead of collaborating to create a safe 

internet environment.   

This thesis is about different ransomwares (WannaCry, Jigsaw, Cerber, STOP(Djvu), 

Dharma (CrySIS family) and Phobos). The first three are from the first generation from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ransomware
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2016. They all do it very similarly to each other by encrypting files with an encryption 

method for example RSA and AES. Once infected through the malware they will use 

the encryption method of choice to encrypt all the files and hold them for ransom. The 

price to get the files back is usually 300 USD for the first 72 hours then it doubles to 

600 USD. This is shown in figure 1below. 

 

Figure 1 WannaCry Attack [15] 

  

Some ransomwares like Jigsaw will instead during the time remove the files and after 

the 72h is up all of them will be removed. WannaCry was mainly used to end up on 

companies’ computers that could pay out the ransom. In the cases that it landed on 

civilian that couldn’t pay out the ransom they had every 6 months (stated on the infected 

screen) that they would hold so that people could get their pc unlocked for free. 

Ransomwares have been infecting both hospitals and other governmental places 

[1][2][3]. In some cases, after the ransomware was solved, they went back with pen and 

paper instead of using computers [2][3]. 

 

Related Work 

There are several related works that have analysed how it came to be and what the 

perpetrators mainly wanted to infect and why. But there are very few that have analysed 
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how the ransomware works just how they infected the specific system. In article [5] the 

authors tell us the dangers of malware within computer systems and the damage it can 

cause together with a solution on how to stop it [5]. The main issue they speak about is 

that if a ransomware infects the entire hospital what happens and within it as well as the 

dangers of being able to infect insulin pumps as well as pacemakers. The main issue is 

how the attack vectors for malware to infect have changed from being able to infect one 

computer to infect entire networks. Meaning the security aspects are out of date to how 

it works in the current world [5]. Further, the authors present how WannaCry infect 

through an exploit they found in the Server Message block vulnerability on the TCP 

port 445. Due to WannaCry’s worm like nature it infected the entire Local network. If 

the patch Microsoft released in MS17-010 the computer was a target. In total there was 

48 UK hospitals getting infected and 6 of those had disruptions lasting several days [5, 

7].  There have been articles in security aspects, and some are mentioned in the 

background chapter under the sub heading of Security Aspects. Where it is mentioned 

two ways, they’ve tried to find a solution to ransomwares in general. 

Purpose 

There currently are several different computer security companies that have found a 

solution for one of the ransomwares. But currently they only work if it is that specific 

ransomware due to how the encryption key is set up, this is because several 

ransomwares uses different encryption algorithms. What this thesis should accomplish 

is to create further knowledge about the ransomwares and find a way to create a 

universal decryption tool for all the previously aforementioned ransomwares.  

Research questions. 

The research questions for this study are: 

1. What are the main differences on the newer ransomware and the older ones? 

2. Why are some ransomwares more dangerous than others? 

3. Is it possible to find a universal decryption method for all of the ransomwares? 

4. What are the current prevention methods? 
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Limitations 

The limitations are the amount of access to ransomwares and software programs that is 

readily for use. The other limitation is time in case something is missing and need to be 

properly developed there is not enough time if it is not inside the main field. Research 

onto this topic is a limiting factor as well. There is some research on the biggest one 

(WannaCry) but for the others there is maybe a little bit of research if any at all into it 

since it didn’t hit and spread as WannaCry did. Lack of hardware for the experiments 

that had to be done.  

Ethical aspects 

There are several ethical aspects that is in use during a ransomware. For instance, we 

have concerns when it affects companies and where it might be a small nuisance. But if 

it affects hospitals it has several big ramifications for everyone. If we take MedStar 

Health (“MedStar”) which is a non-profit hospital system with 10 hospitals in Maryland 

and Washington D.C. [16]. On the morning of March 28th, 2016, they got infected and 

the ransomware stated “You just have 10 days to send us the Bitcoin … [A]fter 10 days 

we will remove your private key and it’s impossible to recover your files.” The amount 

in total was 45 Bitcoin ($19000) [16]. If paid, they would send the information to 

unlock the systems again. But they chose not to pay as with the recommendations of 

federal officials. Without their electronic health records (“EHR”) system they were 

forced to shut down everything of their 10 hospitals and all the outpatient centres. They 

still stayed open but used a back-up paper system and diverted the patients with life-

threatening illnesses to elsewhere where they could get treated. Most of the outpatient 

clinics cancelled completely. The ransomware also inducted slow response time and 

rescheduling. Not having access to the EHR system created concerns about patients care 

and health risks. There was a nurse employed by MedStar that they continued to give a 

patient a certain medication with a lot of potentially serious side effects which should 

have been stopped eight hours earlier [16]. Unfortunately, this continued beyond 

MedStar. Within weeks of the MedStar attack reports came in that a hospital in 

Kentucky, two hospitals in California, one in Kansas and one in Ottawa, Canada. The 

Presbyterian Medical Centre in Los Angeles paid the ransom of 40 bitcoin ($17000) to 

get back access. Kansas Heart Hospital in Wichita also paid but they only got partial 

access to their files and should now pay even more to get full access. As an author noted 
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on this crisis is: “Unlike other sectors that implemented IT naturally and gradually over 

the course of many years, health care went digital overnight, after the government 

allocated billions of dollars to promote adoption of electronic health care records . . . . 

This explosive growth rate is alarming and indicates that health care entities could not 

have the organizational readiness for adopting information technologies over such short 

period of time.” [16]. There are several other realisations of this happening not just in 

the United States. It seems the main concern is that the EHR system that was created in 

1996 wasn’t properly updated among other acts and was mainly forced onto all 

hospitals through incentives and penalties [16].      
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Method 

The method that got used is literature study as well as a lot of analyses through 

experiments and source code reading to check how they work inside the infected unit. It 

can be done in two ways: 

1. Infect a unit with the malware through a virtual box 

2. Infect a whole unit without using a virtual box. 

The experiment of this thesis has been implemented without using a virtual box but with 

units that have been infected without someone caring to see the infection and memory 

usage. By seeing the memory without restarting the unit that is infected there is a 

possibility to see how the encryption key looks like. But once the unit have been rebooted 

the memory to look at the encryption will be lost and can’t be unlocked without the 

specific key made for the attack.  

Method discussion 

When this was discussed from the beginning it seemed that most of it would be made 

through virtual boxes since it works as a mini unit. The difficulty of doing this was that 

if the infection was in a virtual box there is a miniscule risk that it actually spreads 

outside of the virtual box hence in this case it was decided that units that could be 

infected without someone caring and sorting it out. In this thesis there is also a literature 

study created to see what kind of information there is about the subject. But the later the 

ransomware comes the fewer or even none articles to be found. There is no research on 

ransomwares from 2019 at all. Due to this there is a lot of websites and blogs for any or 

even to further the study and get some kind of information about it. Since this is the 

case most of the study was using the old information and what small information that 

could be extracted from blogs and websites that is trusted within the community. 
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Background 

The theory behind this was to infect a company and all the computers within that 

company to create a mass infection of the company systems. If a company have 400 

computers and all of them is infected and the ransom is on 600US$ for each computer 

to get access to the files it is a huge sum of money and it increases even more. The other 

thing that can happen is the private information can and most likely will be stolen and 

used against the original owner of the files and information. 

The details how the perpetrators get into systems are to find security weaknesses or 

exploits in the systems. If the creators can get access, then computer worms or 

information mining software’s or ransomwares that uses the worm setup most of the 

time. Once the infection is ongoing and the program runs, the files will become 

encrypted and held for ransom against the owner of the computer system that got 

infected. It could be seen as the old Syskey setup that existed in the Microsoft OS 

previously. 

The first ransomware attack happened in 1989 and a healthcare industry was targeted 

and to this day it is still a very comfortable target for the ransomwares. The reasoning 

for this seems to be because they don’t update their systems enough and the security 

protocols for their information don’t get updated at reasonable times since the system 

needs to be down. In 2017 the FBI internet crime complaint got 1783 ransomware 

complaints with a cost of 2.3 million US$[4]. 

The purpose of a ransomware is to infect large companies or governmental places that 

don’t update their system properly and just infect as much of that company as possible 

since then there is a larger chance for them to pay the ransom and the perpetrators get a 

quick payday. 

The most dangerous malwares currently on the web right now is the ransomwares. The 

malware creators find a weak spot that exists either in the security of servers or an 

exploit in the OS. A great example of using an exploit inside the OS is from the 

WannaCry malware that is the most well-known ransomware out there to this day. The 

exploit the creators used is called EternalBlue which was a bug in the Windows XP and 

7 OS. While the outbreak only lasted for 4 days it caused severe amount of damages. 

There is analyses going around this subject but as of now they are analysing the old 
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ones due to the three biggest issues of today (STOP(DJVU), Dharma and Phobos) 

where Dharma is a updated version of the previous CrySIS ransomware. Ransomwares 

that is following roughly the same steps as previous ones goes into a family category so 

in this case Dharma is known under the CrySIS family of ransomwares. The reasoning 

for the terminology of older and newer ones are: 

1. The ransomwares from 2016 and 2017 have been dealt with can’t infect current 

systems with the upgraded OS due to their vectors being patched or removed. 

2. The newer ones are from 2019 and have updated threat vectors that can both 

infect older OS and the newer OS. 

 

WannaCry 

WannaCry is a ransomware that acts like a worm when it infects a user. It mainly 

infects through exploits in the security parameters [5]. One of the security aspects they 

infected from was an exploit in Windows XP and Windows 7 called EternalBlue which 

used a vulnerability on the Server Message Block (SMB) [5, 7]. The details of this 

vulnerability are known as CVE-2017-0144[7]. There is a possibility to use the 

backdoor called DoublePulsar alongside EternalBlue to obtain full unauthorised control 

and access to the information [7].    

Jigsaw 

Jigsaw is a ransomware that was created in .NET archetype. The reason for its name 

was because it used the doll from the famous Saw movies to show that this unit have 

been infected by this ransomware. Once it started on the cyber space after a certain 

amount of time people reverse engineered the ransomware since it was created in the 

.NET. Since it was reverse engineered people gave out the keys for free online so in the 

end it died out quite quick. 

Cerber 

Cerber is a RaaS type ransomware that infected over 150 000 users in 2016. The RaaS 

meaning is that a nontechnical person can create and distribute their own set of 

ransomwares. The main reason behind Cerber was that the knowledge the perpetrator 
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needed to know a lot about PCs to create their own version and deploy them. The bad 

part about this is that it will also create a large footprint in the cyber world making it 

easier for people to get infected by it [6].  

Dharma 

Dharma is part of the CrySIS ransomware family which have been around since 2016. 

The main way to catch the CrySIS family is through spam emails with malicious 

attachments have double file extensions which in Windows appear non-executable files 

when they are. The other way is when they are disguised as normal install files in 

software’s including antivirus vendors while looking harmless. If it is used in a brute-

force attack it is mainly due to leaked or weak RDP credentials on the RDP protocol 

port 3389. The main algorithm this one uses is AES-256 CFB mode. 

Stop(DJVU) 

This ransomware got Russian roots as the creators uses the Russian language and the 

Russian words rewritten into English. This ransomware doesn’t encrypt the entire file 

but only roughly 5MB of it at the start and then ask for the ransom that amounts to 980 

US$ in bitcoin to restore the files. This cryptoware seems to be most prevalent after 

being injected into repackaged installers. Some of the infected repackaged software’s 

are Microsoft Windows and Microsoft Office by the creators on popular websites. It 

could also be spread through bad protected RDP configurations and the normal routes 

for instance emails with malicious attachments, misleading downloads, exploits, web 

injectors and so on [9].  

Phobos 

Phobos is a new strain of the previous mentioned ransomware Dharma from the CrySIS 

family. It is mainly distributed through hacked remote desktop protocol (RDP) 

connections. The main belief behind this is because they are a cheap commodity on the 

underground market making it quite cost effective to go this route for the vectors for the 

threat groups [10]. 
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Encryption Methods 

The encryption methods used for most ransomwares are the RSA or AES algorithms or 

a mix between the two. RSA is described as “Both simple and elegant” [11]. RSA was 

created in 1977 and is named after its creator Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman 

[12]. This is the most well-known cryptography scheme due to “easy to find large prime 

numbers and multiply it but difficult to factorization semi prime numbers. Therefore, 

RSA algorithm is based on factorization problem.” [12]. RSA is considered secure up to 

512-bits encryption. There are some different varieties of RSA to speed up the 

decryption rate of the encrypted message in some systems. The RSA algorithm got three 

stages. The three stages are [12]: 

1. Key generation 

2. Encryption 

3. Decryption 

To do the key generation follow these steps [12]: 

1. Select two prime numbers which we call p and q and calculate n=p*q 

2. Then we calculate the Euler function φ(n)= (p-1)*(q-1) 

3. Choose e such that e is relatively prime to φ(n). 

4. d is determined as multiplicative inverse of e with respect to φ(n) 

 

AES stands for Advanced encryption standard. How AES does its encryption is by 

using sub-routines, AddRoundKey SubBytes etc. they are completely linear and interact 

heavily with each other [13]. They state, “In contrast to this, the study of structural 

cryptanalysis strips all semantic content and describes constructions only as the 

composition of functions from special families.” [13] Generalisation there is in the 

substitution-permutation networks (SPNs) interleaved affine and S-box layers. The 

affine layer is named as A treats its value as Fn
2 which applies a fixed invertible affine 

transformation over this space. The S-box layer written as S applies possibly 

independent m-bit S-boxes into consecutive chunks as its input. S-boxes are arbitrary 

bijections throughout. With these we can show a cipher structure concatenating these 

IDs. If we have ASAS that will imply we have a function of E =A2 S2 A1 S1. The 

generalised form of AES starting with the subroutines looks like [13]: 
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AddRoundKey: Add a round key from F128
2 to the block. 

MixColumns: Apply an F28- linear transformation to each word of the block. (A) 

SubBytes: Invert each byte as an element of F28 and apply an affine transformation. 

(AS) 

ShiftRows: Permute the bytes of each block. (A) 

When we are composing this according with the AES specification results in a lot of 

different shapes like AASAA. To get some clarities in this we remove neighbouring 

affine layers until the two kinds we have alternate. Then we are left with a function of 

ASASA … ASASA form, that have 10 S-box and 11 affine layers. This is called AES’s 

generic SPN representation [13]. There is an interesting note which is that only the 

constant part of each affine layer needs a key the rest is public [13]. 

 

Memory Allocation 

“In the context of program optimizations, and especially loop transformations, 

scheduling and mapping computations are two major problems that compilers-

parallelizers for parallel machines or embedded systems, and compilers for automatic 

generation of hardware accelerators have to face. [14]” the concept of the last context 

there is a substantial issue due to the design of buffers to store data and the 

communication between hardware processes. The storage allocation σ specifies the 

operation u = (S,𝑖)[14] and the result is stored. σ(u)[14] gives us an array name and the 

access to use it. After a value is no longer used it would be most efficient if we could 

rewrite that value to something that will be in use. To simplify everything, we make two 

assumptions [14]: 

1. n loops around S have a unitary step and every operation (S,𝑖) creates a value to 

be stored for later use. 

2. All values created with the help of an operation of a statement S are stored 

uniquely dedicated array AS. 

Due to this there is no memory sharing between different statements but only with 

different operations of the same statement. To be able to determine valid modular 

allocations [14].  
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Security Aspects 

Ransomwares are different from regular malware by either locking the user out from the 

system (locker ransomware) or encrypting the data (crypto-ransomware). This have 

become a new popular strategy around cyber criminals. The attacks increased by 36% in 

2017 and over 4000 attacks happen daily [20]. A locker ransomware is easier to defend 

against due to being able to unplug the storage from the system and plug it into a clean 

system and copy out the data. Crypto-ransomware uses a strong encryption making it 

unable to do that service since the key is not known by the user [20]. In literature the 

approaches can be roughly called into two families of [20]: 

1. Ransomware Detection 

2. Data recovery from the ransomware attack 

The first way is insufficient because of “First, regardless how fast the detection can be, 

the ransomware still runs before being blocked and encrypt some data. Second, if the 

ransomware can compromise the operating system (OS) and obtain root privilege (i.e., 

privileged ransomware), it can simply disable the detection capability.” [20] making it 

very nonoptimal way to use because some damage will be created no matter what if it 

can’t find it fast enough. Other way in data recovery defence relies on back up data that 

restores after the infection. Data can be backed up by local storage (external hard drives) 

or cloud access (google drive, dropbox). But these are not protected if it is a privileged 

ransomware that compromises the OS and obtain root privilege [20]. Ransomwares 

behave differently from benign software and malware. The cause for is it the victim data 

reading, encrypt it and then do the steps [20] 

1. Over-write the data with ciphertext. 

2. Write back the ciphertext to another place and delete the data. 

Due to ransomwares behaviour in the upper layers (file system) it needs to eventually 

cause repeated access patterns in the flash memory. But with the FTL in place that handles 

NAND Flash memory. By hacking the real worlds FTL it may be a possibility to detect 

abnormal access behaviours in the flash memory created by ransomwares, who is running 

on the upper layers. Using this system, we can only utilise access types (read/write), 

destination LBA, and size of the I/O request. We must also note that delete is usually just 

written the target location with NULL. 
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There was a prototype created for Windows 7 called PayBreak [21]. PayBreak have three 

different components which are combined to form the cohesive system to reverse the file 

encryption provided by a hybrid cryptosystem ransomware. The roles it had was [21]: 

1. Crypto Function Hooking 

2. Key Vault 

3. File Recovery 

The Crypto Function Hooking supports two types of library access. The first being the 

dynamic link which is system provided cryptographic libraries and the statically link of 

external libraries in the code. How PayBreak differentiates between them is with the name 

and addresses of a dynamically linked library, with the statically linked libraries are 

identified by fuzzy byte signatures. The hooks are created after this with the location of 

the procedures [21]. It redirects the control from the procedures of the encryption and 

sends off the session keys together with the symmetric encryption scheme. After the data 

is sent off it returns to the original procedure.  

The key material together with the algorithm details was received from the hooking and 

sent to the Key Vault. When it gets to the Key Vault it is stored safely and securely in the 

encrypted vault. Due to the Key Vault having keys and the algorithms and is a threat for 

an attack, it is implemented so that it can only be appended with Administrator privileges. 

This would make sufficient enough not to make it safe for an attack [21]. 

 In the case the user get held for ransom by a ransomware, the previous mechanism of the 

key vault is accessed with the private key of the user, giving the user access to the 

algorithm details and key material [21]. The access of the algorithm makes it possible to 

configure the appropriate symmetric encryption scheme to attempt recovery. Due to the 

encryption using the meta data of the file such as original file length, date of encryption, 

and the encrypted key data, this creates an offset at the beginning of the encrypted file 

and PayBreak finds out the correct offset in the encrypted file [21].  
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Results from the theoretical study 

In this chapter I answer the research questions based on the theoretical study obtained 

through different sources (mostly science articles and blogs). These are the results that I 

have found in them to answer the different question I asked myself for this thesis. 

 

RQ1: What are the main differences on the newer ransomware and the older ones? 

 

One difference is they are reaching different operative systems. This is when the first 

batch (Jigsaw, WannaCry, Phobos) was created in 2016 Windows 10 was one year old 

and worked on a different system from previous ones (Windows 8 base). XP vista and 

Windows 7 was built upon same grounds, so they all had the same type of flaws. This is 

also why WannaCry could not infect a Windows 10 or Windows 8 was because 

EternalBlue did not exist within those bases. The reason the decision was made by the 

creators to use those threat vectors instead of the Windows 8 base was because 

companies do not update operative systems unless it stops being supported. This makes 

the older base a better threat vector to hit as many systems as possible. But when it 

became well known Microsoft was quickly to release an update, but patches take time to 

create and release to the masses. The newer ones are built upon same function as the 

older ones for instance CrySIS family. These ones got new threat vectors making it 

possible to instead of just hitting the old system (Windows XP, Windows Vista, and 

Windows 7 base) they also hit the new system (Windows 8, 10). So, they can hit almost 

every Windows computer in the works. 

 

The other difference is that they are both created for hitting companies and spread 

throughout the company but how they do this varies differently depending on 

ransomware and how the creators made it work. The CrySIS family wants to have many 

different variations of itself while some just want one point and just create havoc.  

 

RQ2: Why are some ransomwares more dangerous than others? 

 

The reason some ransomwares are more dangerous is that they are easier to activate 

onto a computer or network and what they are doing. For instance, the Jigsaw malware I 

got my hands on could only be run if ASP.NET software was installed (visual studio or 
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something similar) otherwise it could not run and activate. The computer I tried to get it 

to work on couldn’t get the internet connection or even run the proper visual studio to 

be able to launch the code. This is probably because of the age of the computer and it 

can’t properly get into the network we use after a reformat going back to 2009. The 

others didn’t even care about how old the system was and just havocked through the 

files and encrypting them. But the basis for WannaCry and Phobos are the same as the 

newer ones just that the newer ones got newer threat vectors and updated so they can hit 

as much as possible as efficiently as possible. 

 

RQ3: Is it possible to find a universal decryption method for all of the ransomwares? 

 

It will be impossible to find a universal decryption method for the ransomwares. This is 

because the difference in the encryption methods (RSA and AES or a mix between the 

two) to be even do a universal decryption method no matter what. The only way to 

create this universal key would be if someone figure out a way to do both or one at a 

time. Since mixing them unless it is absolutely necessary and if that happens and is 

needed only then should it be mixed, also it is needed to run either or in case it only 

uses one method. This is basically impossible because the huge difference on how the 

encryptions are set-up from the beginning.    

 

RQ4: What are the current prevention methods? 

 

The current prevention methods are to always have an updated anti-virus software and 

updated firewalls these are generally the free versions. McAfee gives extra protection 

with malware and ransomwares in general. The few things they grant above the free 

version is extra protection to find malicious code hidden in the files (.EXE .PDF etc.) 

[19]. AVG got the paid feature called Ransomware Protection. This software 

automatically scans and secures folders that contain personal information or have 

emotional value (pictures, videos). They add them into what is called protected folder. 

Then the user tell them what software or programs can access that folders information. 

[17]. Avast have the ransomware protection for free (unlike the other services) and even 

provide articles to read up on different ransomwares and what they do. They also tell 

what the threat vectors and what to do to prevent. But it should be stated that Avast free 
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version seems to do the same protection as AVG they just states it differently than AVG 

does, but they should also have credit for letting the consumer know about different 

ones with articles and tell customers how to stay safe and even lets everyone know that 

most antivirus software programs does the scan as well as them. But it seems those that 

have premium services will supply a lot of extra services to protect files and customers 

from them [18,17].  

 

But due to the extra protection most anti-virus software program have for their users the 

threat vectors are a lot different than the previous ones and it will always be a cat and 

mouse race which the cat will never catch the mouse due to it is faster to update the 

threat vectors and release than it is to update the protection for the new ones. 

 

If we go beyond and into prototype research it is coming along to find a solution as well 

as with PayBreak and in the FTL to stop it from working as well. But for people right 

now the most prevalent measure is to have an updated anti-virus software and be aware 

on what websites that is visited and files that is downloaded. This goes into don’t 

download suspicious email attachments, download files from insecure websites, and 

open websites from the previous mentioned suspicious emails.  
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Results from practical study 

The results were successful i.e. they were as expected on most ransomwares I had access 

to. Due to the maliciousness of the ransomware no screenshots were taken of the screen 

instead pictures of the screen to show what happens was taken instead. This also leads to 

the images being not as readable as a screen shot due to reflections of mirrors and screen 

lightning with the camera.  

WannaCry 

For the first infection of WannaCry that was done on a Windows XP. The computer was 

of the brand HP and model 510 was went successful. The ransomware got placed but it 

didn’t seem that the files was encrypted, or anything locked. It could be because the one 

who posted it on GitHub made it not encrypt the hard drives properly but everything 

else does as it is supposed to work. More testing will be needed on it to see if it is a 

failsafe made in case someone infected something that shouldn’t have been infected for 

the test. The reasoning for this was because there was a miss labelled project that 

contained the decryption key instead of the actual ransomware. Which made it when the 

ransomware automatically ran the files were already decrypted by said key. It seems 

that for the ransomware WannaCry ransomware was supposed to travel the world due to 
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the amount of different languages the user can choose (figure 2). There are a few 

examples of the different translations in Appendix (figure 10-17) 

 

Figure 2 Languages 

 After the 2nd infection with Windows 7 so it was because there was a preinstalled 

decryption tool already that kicked in and removed all the encryptions. The wallpaper of 

the computer also changed into another image letting the person know that the system 

has been infected (figure 3). More images from this malware can be found in Appendix 

including the .txt file with instructions and different translation of the text. 

 

Figure 3Wallpaper WannaCry 
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WannaCry Windows 7: The files are properly encrypted and reacts as it should. I can’t 

open personal files (figure 4 and figure 5) 

 

Figure 4Locked files with encryption 

 

Figure 5 Trying to open file 

  

at all onto the computer and whenever I want to grant access to encrypted folders the 

Wana Decrypt0r 2.0 window pops up stating that the files are encrypted and without 

payment the files are unable to be accessed. I think the previous error on the Windows 

XP pc was because it already had a decryptor key running for this specific malware that 

blocked it from encrypting and since it was not running on my Windows 7 PC it is 

unable to stop them from encrypting the files. Making the computer basically useless 

for use unless the payment is made, or the system becomes completely clean like a 

reformat of the entire HDD and reinstall everything onto it. So, the Windows XP try I 

did before happen because I already had something stop the key from encrypting the 

files, but it worked as it should otherwise. The malware will run as programmed even 

after the system is turned off and on again and the files are still encrypted as they should 

be. 
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Cerber 

Cerber was infected on a Windows 7: Cerber Automatically infected once the program 

is launched as expected since it was the same with WannaCry. If a file is missing from 

the system, the ransomware lets the user know that a download of a Tor browser which 

is a free anonymous communication which would be perfect for malware software that 

wants to extort people. The software contains an instruction manual (Appendix, figures 

18-20) and a read this .txt file (figure 6)  

Figure 6 .txt file 

 

while also changing the systems background picture to CERBER RANSOMWARE 

(figure 7) and tells the user that the system is infected and what to do as WannaCry.  

Figure 7 New wallpaper 
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 The encryption worked but it didn’t encrypt anything since there is no personal files on 

it (newly reformatted Windows 7) encrypted the user folder but it doesn’t contain 

anything since it can’t encrypt files that doesn’t exist. In general, this malware doesn’t 

look like it will spread as much as WannaCry since it is not translated into the same 

amount of languages (figure 8). Needs to download external software Tor in this case to 

access the “personal page” that the perpetrators set-up for the user and be able to pay for 

it. Payment are not extensively known as with WannaCry and doesn’t say as obvious as 

WannaCry. They’re iterate that the READ_THIS_FILE is not a virus but will help the 

user when all of it is a virus and malware. I don’t have a decryption key so I can’t see if 

common things will work for decrypting (found WannaCry decryption key on GitHub). 

 

Figure 8Languages 

Jigsaw 

Jigsaw: I couldn’t get it to run because the computer I was running was to old and 

couldn’t work properly on the network to update to the correct version. Due to this it 

was impossible to install the correct version of Visual Studio to run the executable files 

to infect the computer. This is a weakness within Jigsaw since it needs the correct 

version of the ASP.NET structure and a specific version or later. Due to not being able 

to install that version onto the computer due to old OS and couldn’t be updated it was 

impossible to actually make it run. 
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2019 ransomwares 

Due to how new ransomware (STOP(DJVU), Phobos, Dharma) are it wasn’t possible to 

find the source code for them to test. Due to there is no source code out to the masses 

and seems to be hidden because they are still running rampant in the cyber world it 

would make it easier for it to get completely out of hand. So, there was no way these 

could be tested and the only way to study them was through blogs.   
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Discussion 

There was a few software that could have been used for better understanding how the 

infection during a ransomware happens, one of them was a memory allocator software 

that would let the user see exactly where everything is saved in the RAM where 

operations is happening. This would let us analyse exactly how the ransomwares 

encrypt the files and how it looks in the memory. But it seems there is no such software 

out for the public and I can’t analyse it properly. Due to this we can’t actually see in the 

memory how the ransomware encrypts the system. Contact have been made with a 

memory graph company called Paessler AG to see if it was possible with their product, 

but it was not so to this point. There are articles that tells the user how to create a 

software that could read the memory completely. But since that wasn’t the main goal of 

this thesis it wasn’t covered properly. We can tell for certain that ransomwares no 

matter which generation that is researched are the most dangerous malware out there at 

this point. Due to it finds weaknesses and acts upon slow update timers in certain fields. 

If it hits a hospital as it has it will make it hard for the personnel to work properly and 

efficiently. The theoretical study showed what would happen if an outbreak would 

happen and the practical experiments showed the same results. The files got encrypted 

could be decrypted with a preinstalled key and that is how it would protect the user 

from a ransomware. The other ways to protect a system is also to have updated anti-

virus software programs and make sure they are updated since they stop files that could 

be of risk for a malware or ransomware from being run on the user’s computer without 

knowledge. Again, they are not perfect as the malware and ransomwares updates way 

faster after the creators know that it can be stopped to make a new version that can’t be 

detected by current means. 

Conclusion 

The conclusion of this thesis is that there are several generations of ransomware which 

keeps the old threat vectors from previous generation if possible and create new ones to 

add on top of it. As the anti-virus companies react to the previous versions, they will try 

to update it so that the anti-virus software running can’t snap it up, creating this cat and 
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mouse game between the two. The reasoning for that is the ransomware creators don’t 

want to become detected and the anti-virus want to find and stop it from working. So, 

whenever the previous version is released, and it starts to get detected and stopped they 

create an updated version of it that circumvent the previous version. 

Future Work 

For the future work there is to find a proper ransomware from 2019 source code to see 

how the reaction is. Try Jigsaw out because it is a special ransomware that need a pre-

installed software to run. We also need to create a software that lets user read memory 

and see the memory allocation so we can analyse how the key is created within the system. 

There are ways to create this software and if that is what one could analyse and want to 

create over a period there are several articles on how to create it. But since that was not 

what we mainly focused on here it was impossible to create that and analyse the 

ransomwares properly since it will still take a substantial amount of time. After a software 

like that we can analyse how the key is created for the encryption and can maybe find 

similarities between the different ransomwares and note them down for future research. 

Reading the source code will only get us that far and we can’t see how it will work in 

practice if we can’t see the memory allocation.  
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Repositories 

The repositories used for this thesis (all visited 12-06-2020): 

https://github.com/ytisf/theZoo/tree/master/malwares/Binaries/Ransomware.WannaCry  

https://github.com/aguinet/wannakey This is a decryption key for WannaCry it reads 

memory when decrypts directly 

https://github.com/svenvdz/wannacry This is decompiled version of WannaCry 

https://github.com/mohmmadyahya010101/Jigsaw-Ransomware Jigsaw repository that 

was tried to run 

https://github.com/ytisf/theZoo/tree/master/malwares/Binaries/Ransomware.Cerber This 

is the Cerber ransomware used for this thesis 

  

https://www.avast.com/c-what-is-ransomware
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-us/security-awareness/ransomware.html
https://github.com/ytisf/theZoo/tree/master/malwares/Binaries/Ransomware.WannaCry
https://github.com/aguinet/wannakey
https://github.com/svenvdz/wannacry
https://github.com/mohmmadyahya010101/Jigsaw-Ransomware
https://github.com/ytisf/theZoo/tree/master/malwares/Binaries/Ransomware.Cerber
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Appendix 

This is the text file that gets on the computer once it is infected with the ransomware 

WannaCry 

 

Figure 9WannaCry .txt file 
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The following pictures (figures 10-17) are all different translation of the WannaCry 

ransomware. There is so many of them so I’ve just taken a few of them. 

 

Figure 10 Swedish translation 

 

Figure 11 English translation 
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Figure 12 The rest of English translation 

 

Figure 13 Bulgarian translation 
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Figure 14 Chinese (simplified) translation 

 

Figure 15 Chinese (traditional) translation 
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Figure 16 Japanese 

 

Figure 17 Finnish 
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The following figures (figures 18-20) present the Cerber instructions concerning how to 

get rid of the Cerber ransomware from the system.  

 

Figure 18 Pamphlet (Cerber 1/3) 

 

Figure 19 Pamphlet (Cerber 2/3) 
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Figure 20 Pamphlet (Cerber 3/3) 


